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About This Game

Cubicle Quest is a game about how life can suck. Dead end jobs, repetitive obligations, irritating coworkers... Cubicle Quest
takes all of those things and turns them into enemies you can fight in an old-school RPG.

Adventuring in Cubicle Quest doesn't earn you levels and gold to fight some great ancient evil. Every quest has an impact on
your character's life, whether it's getting a promotion at work, finding new friends, or figuring out what you want to do in life.

Gain allies and personal strength until you take on the forces keeping you in your cubicle!

Features:
- 20-25 hours of gameplay, including post-game challenges and secret ending. Permanent choices and time-based challenges add

replay value.
- Monsters don't drop gold. All your cash comes from the complex financial system, including your regular job, side gigs, and

potentially starting your own business.
- In addition to destroying your credit card and college debt, you can invest your money in savings accounts and stocks.

- Instead of elements like fire and ice, you fight enemies with work or interpersonal skills for intuitive strategy. The enemies
will be hitting you with unique elements too, many of them not comparable to normal RPG strategies.

- Nine party members, each useful for supporting you in different challenges.
- Multiple choices for marriage, each providing unique elements to the second half of the game. Or stay single, if you find the

right quest.
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One lonely night I had just finished watching WWI documentaries and felt in the mood for a WWI game. I didn't want to play
Verdun because that game gets boring quick. I was scrolling through with World War 1 in the search bar. Probably my best
decision ever. Found this game and I can't stop playing.. This game is really fun. Fast, not easy arcade game. You can change
your build in every time just by changing runes in inventory so in one sec you are dealing slow but high crit dmg and in next sec
you are atacking 3 spears per second dealing for exaple 10 lighting dmg every hit. Boss fight are also great. They are hard and
you need another tactic for every part of fight with every boss. That's make fights intensive and it won't be boring after few
hours of game. Great thing is also harpoon. You can't deal dmg to enemis forever just atacking them. You have to catch their
weak spots by using harpoon and rip parts of your enemis and it's not so easy. It's mean you can have all epic or legendaries
runes in your inv but you still need to focus on aiming and avoid enemys atack cause you can't kill it just by shooting it. With
bosses is same thing.

And it's still in early acess! I hope in future creators would add new bosses, characters, runes, spears etc. I'm really happy and
really enjoyed this game. Great, nice look arcade game.

For me 10/10. I mean its not bad because you can play it but its not completed
theres no animations sound is bad, theres almost no players
but its not bad its just not completed
5/10. This game was 100% worth the money that I spent on it. Dark Echo has a cool consept, and enough levels to keep thing
new and fresh.. Picked this up in the sale and happy I decided to go for it. Looks great and has good options to customise play.
Even the music is pretty good and has a load of options to flick through.. Glitched♥♥♥♥♥♥br>Eates 50% of cpu just a
♥♥♥♥ing app to launch a game
If you got disconnected from server - you can't join this♥♥♥♥♥♥anymore, it just won't let you connect
Alot of brainless and toxic ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on the server
I paid ♥♥♥♥ing 5$ for ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. Fun time killer, but not worth $14 by any means. Game takes around 2 hours to beat
(the same as Alien Shooter) if you see it on sale for $2.50 its a good buy. The gore in the game is incredible.. Going to echo all
the concerns about the client being abysmal. The game is exceptionally laggy, and while I don't have issues running other games
(Path of Exile, Eternal--which is where my avatar is from), the client is just...ugh.

As someone who played in the old days of Alteil (and was one of its highest rated players ever), I REALLY wanted the reboot
to wow me. Unfortunately, the client is extensively convoluted, and, as I'm reading, the progression is still abysmally slow.

I'm really hoping I can come back to this game ONE DAY with a smooth, working client, and progression that actually smiles
upon the vast majority of players.

Unfortunately, that day hasn't yet come, judging by other reviews, and my own experiences.. Funny and nice remaked od
Worms 4 Mayhem + Worms 3D <3
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I was just browsing the store for a cheap game and found this wonderful game. I had no idea what the game was like and
immediately saw the art style which already settled the deal for me. I enjoyed the overall gameplay the most however. It was
your standard RPG game except for the fact where you get to pick your main character and 3 others to follow which will later
on impact your game. I also enjoyed the aspects of the rivalry system the game had to offer and  the different ending that you
can achieve in the game . The game had several unique aspects to it that really made me happy when i bought this game. I plan
on playing this game more and grinding up those achievements! This game really is a game that will stick with me for a long
time.. REALLY fun, multiplayer is still alive but idk if theres actually "human" players, though at times i feel i'm playing with
bots. There are characters you can select, and obviously the whole point in the game is to win.

Since its team arena, it has more modes than the original Quake III Arena as it doesnt have it.

Both Quake III Arena and Team Arena are connected, as it shows you play in other games.

Example: Arena has a option to play team arena, and team arena has a option to play arena.

Anyways, try it whenever you can.. stage puzzles, powerups, character handling

it has the annoyances of the platforming back then which makes it fun. I'm here to reap the karma.. Great game. Great
characters. Great story.Plot twist in the end \/spoiler
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